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Well the holidays have came and
went, the bulk of our basic training
is done and now its time to get to
the meat of our subject The
characters for our Burgundy shows,
after a two hour meeting
The
director assistant director and the
head trainer figured who was
playing who (at least for those
currently in CWP) they are:
Robin Hood
Logan Medved
Marion
Jamie McCurdy
King Richard
Badger Carpio
Sheriff
Eric Medved
Ranora
Lucy Lawrence
extra
Daniel Steputis
Rebecca
Adriel Seibert
Little John
Rod Marsh
Friar Tuck
Scott Crosson
Longchamp
Ken Daubert
Fair Ellen
Beth Medved
Alan A Dale
Austin Whitlatch
Lady Rose
Ky Siebert
Queen Berengaria
Pamela Lee
Sir Richard of Lea
Jerry King
Queen Isabel
Molly Ewing
Cedric
Charles Jackson
Lady Anne
Lenda Jackson
Fanny Little
Judy Boren
Eleanor
Gerry Daubert
…and there it is the first cast of the
2010 season 20 actors with a few
waiting in the wings lets go and get
them newbies recruited and let
them get bitten by the
fighting
bug.
We will start fighting
choreography this month and we
will be assigning them hard and fast
so be prepared to work hard on
these fights as we only have about
four months or 17 practices before
May.
----------------------------------Eric Medved

Calls from the Turret
I’m hoping that all had good
holidays. Now that we’ve played
and we’ve partied and hopefully
gotten what we wanted from Santa
(yay!) It is time for our present from
the
President
(Director):
Our
characters! Its now time to strap on
the boots kids. The important thing
to remember now is that we’ve all
made a commitment to these
characters. The most important part
of that commitment is being present
at practices, present at team
meetings, and learning about the
character. Remember: you are not
alone.
There are many helping
hands so if you get stuck in this grab
one. We all want this to be the best
year it can possibly be.
First and
foremost HAVE FUN!
I’m looking
forward to working with all of you
this year.
------------------------------------------Badger

From the Field
Lets get to work out there guys
and show our fearless leader what
we Castle Wall Productions can do,
I know I will so I am expecting you
to also.
---------------------------------------Ky Seibert

Reports from the List
Training is and has been going
well, for the old and the new
members alike. We're catching the
new members up quickly and, more
importantly, efficiently. Certifications
were started last week and we
swept through many. It's good to
see all the work we put you through
shows up so well. And please, if you

have ANY questions at all about
ANY weapon ask any of the trainers,
me, the VPO, VP, or the President. If
you need to go over any re-training'
before certifications, pull one of the
trainers aside and have them put
you through a quick run. We want
you to feel comfortable while using
the weapons, as well as safe. With
that said, practice, practice, and
practice.
-----------------------Bethany Medved

From the Anvil
Hey all, Logan here to give you a
status report on weapons. I want to
personally thank Badger, Rod,
Adriel, and Tracy for busting their
asses yesterday trying to finish this
warehouse. Unfortunately we did
not get done but we are so close to
being done. Once we finish this we
will be one step closer to our goal of
getting our weapons. I also want to
thank Lenn and Charles for letting us
use their scaffolding, it helped a
bunch. So until we get this
warehouse finished weapons are at
a stand still. So that’s it for weapons,
no further information as of now. I
will keep you updated as things
unfold and if you would like to join
the weapons team let me know.
------------------------------Logan Medved

Tailors Bench
As we still do not have
a
wardrobe lead several of
CWP
members are taking tasks upon
themselves to help out Gerry is
repairing
older costumes and
Jamie is working on
bloomers,
thank
you
ladies
much
appreciated.
-----------------------------------------CWP SO

Ring Time

Leeches Ledger

The Armor team will be meeting at
one
of
three
places
either
E.Steamers Coffee house Eric’s or
my house we will let you know. We
will be cleaning rebuilding Red
knight armor and working a lot of
leather. Eric will be teaching that
when we do, we will be having the
meeting at Eric’ house
----------------------------------Adriel Siebert

We are currently working on
assigning a lead to this position this
position and he may be the most
qualified person to ever be in this
position, more to come. We will be
holding CPR / First Aid classes soon.
-----------------------------------------CWP SO

Castle Custodians Closet
If you are planning on being on
the props team this year I will know
here before Christmas so that I have
an idea of who is on my team, and
so I can start assigning tasks in my
head.
We
have
a
lot
to
accomplish.
I
will
hold
an
organizational meeting here before
or just after New Year's if it is
possible. There are a few things that
we all need to go over so that we
are all on the same page.
--------------------------------Tracey Woods

Merchandise Booth
CWP
needs
a
Merchandise
Lead…must be a FT member
We will be selling merchandise
through CWP this year. Anyone
consigning items will inventory and
contract them to CWP. If you have
something you do and it is period
related get started on it now so
there is inventory for events.
-----------------------------------------CWP SO

Village Posts
Now that we have characters
assigned pictures will be next. The
place the castle renaissance hotel,
the time to be determined. As a
reminder people know what shows
are coming up. Please start saving
your pennies now for hotels, food
etc. If you want castle wall to hold
money for you so you wont spend it
let me know and we can set that
up. Filling out black out calendars is
critical now so fights can be
assigned accordingly. Put in for
your time off NOW so you can make
sure your at the shows. I am also
going threw tons of pictures to
update the web site.
--------------------------Veronica Medved

Wagon Wheel
CWP has hired a new motor pool
team lead “Jet” Richmond, she will
be making her first appearance
next newsletter in this very space .
-----------------------------------------CWP SO

Behind the Scenes
No change here we still need a
Support Lead….must be a FT
member.
This roll is vitally important to the
auxiliary operations of CWP, The
stocks and Merchandise Booth while
at events.
-----------------------------------------CWP SO

see what this season has in store. I
would like to let everyone know that
David is now on the PR Team! As
you may know, we are going to be
looking to be at several openings of
the Robin Hood movie coming in
May. Over the next few months we
will be getting times, dates, and
places locked down for us to show
up and perform at those.
-----------------------------Austin Whitlatch

Contact Us
To be a part of Castle Wall,
to participate in, for info on CWP or
this newsletter, or to be put on the
mailing list contact: ERM, Badger,
Ky, or Vero on the web site @
castlewallprod.com or call them at
the numbers listed below:
Vero @ HR. @ 303-520-6235
VPO. Ky Seibert @ 303-549-0619
VP. Badger @ 720-427-0112
Pres. Eric Medved @720-569-6929
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02, Saturday; Medved House, Props Meeting 12:00PM – 3:00PM
03, Sunday; Mission Viejo Park, Practice 11:00AM – 3:00PM
09, Saturday; Medved House Props Team Meeting 2;:00-4:00
10, Sunday; Mission Viejo Park, Team Meet ing11:00AM – 11:15PM
16, Saturday: Medved House, Trainers Meeting 1:45PM-2:00PM
17, Sunday; Mission Viejo Park, Practice 11:00AM – 3:00PM
23, Saturday; Medved House Weapons Team Meeting 12:00-2:00
23, Saturday; Medved House Props Team Meeting 2;:00-4:00
23, Saturday; Medved House Training Team Meeting 1:45-2:30
23, Saturday; Medved House PR Meeting 7:00-7:30
23, Saturday; Medved House HR Meeting 7:30-8:15
24, Mission Viejo Park, SO Meet 10:15AM- 10:45AM & Practice 11:00AM – 3:00PM
29, Friday; Rock Rest Lodge, Team Lead Meeting 7:00PM - 9:00 PM
30, Saturday; Medved House, Armor Team Meeting 12:00PM – 3:00PM
31, Sunday; Mission Viejo Park, Practice 12:00AM – 3:00PM

From the Heralds Horn
I would like to welcome all of the
new people that have come
around the last few weeks! It’s great
seeing you all and cannot wait to

Take a look at the new
Castle Wall Productions
web site

